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Headlight Size. Select year Initially developed as a subcompact car, the fuel efficient and
affordable Honda Civic underwent several redesigns. Today, this vehicle has reverted to the old
system of using one standard of bulbs for forward-lighting. In particular, the models of the car
are once again using H11 for low beam, for high beam, and H8 for fog lights. If you want to
illuminate your rides, you can actually choose an H11 HID kit and avoid lots of problems while
on the road. Choose the former if you want a brightness upgrade and the latter if having a
perfect plug and play Honda Civic headlight bulb replacement is what concerns you most. Your
Honda Civic headlight bulb type and quality mean so much to you. Whether you know it or not,
the right bulb will reduce your chances of incurring massive vehicle repair cost and much more.
You have plenty of aftermarket headlight types. Use Halogen bulbs if you want a solution that is
simple, highly affordable, and create decent illumination. This upgrade option uses tungsten
filament and Halogen gas, making it that efficient. But you have another great option. LED
headlights have lower consumption than Halogens. You can consider them. Not only that. They
also have cooler operating temperatures and also longer service life. They also work at lower
temperatures and have a significantly longer service life. You are for sure spoilt for choices. But
is it easy to choose the best brand-new headlights? It is if you carefully consider brightness,
cost, power consumption, and designs. Go for headlights that guarantee you the most
exceptional visibility and value. With these tools, you can achieve your lightning needs without
much difficulty. Headlights are automotive jewelry. Correct fitment coupled with the right choice
of technology will turn your vehicle into a shining gem. Hi, i have a honda civic 9th gen 1. I have
honda BRV , want to replace its headlight bulb h11 to brighter view on the road. Which bulbs r u
going to recommend? Yes, they are interchangeable as both cars are equipped with bulb for
high beam and for low beam headlights. Could you please tell me which led bulbs fit into a civic
headlight. You should get bulb sedan or h11 coupe for low beam and for high beam headlights.
There are plenty of quality aftermarket LED bulbs out there. Terms and Conditions - Privacy
Policy. Mark Smith. Hi If you have a sedan, consider sticking with light bulb, and H11 will work
for a coupe. Could I use headlights on a Civic Si Reply. Does a Honda Civic Ex take a H7
headlamp? Oh no, is the right bulb in this case. Need blue light bulbs for Honda Civic coupe
Reply. Replace brake light socket 95 civic si Reply. H8 LED. The Honda S is an open top sports
car that was manufactured by Japanese automobile manufacturer Honda , from to First shown
as a concept car at the Tokyo Motor Show in , the production version was launched on April 15,
to celebrate the company's 50th anniversary. Several revisions were made throughout the car's
production life, including changes to the engine, gearbox, suspension, interior and exterior.
Officially two variants exist: the initial launch model was given the chassis code AP1; though
cosmetically similar, the facelifted version, known as the AP2 in North America and Japan,
incorporated significant changes to the drivetrain and suspension. Production of the S ceased
on August 19th The Honda S was notable for its exceptional specific power output of about hp
per litre, or about two horsepower per cubic inch, the highest of any mass production, naturally
aspirated engined car. Introduced at the Tokyo Motor Show , [3] [4] the Honda Sport Study
Model concept car was the design study for the production version of the S The SSM was a
rear-wheel-drive roadster powered by a 2. It featured a rigid 'high X-bone frame' which Honda
claimed improved the vehicle's rigidity and collision safety. The SSM appeared in many
automotive shows for several years afterwards, hinting at the possibility of a production
version, which Honda announced in The S was introduced in for the model year and was given
the chassis designation of "AP1". The S achieved what Honda claimed as the highest specific
output of a normally aspirated production automobile engine in the world. Notable features
include independent double wishbone suspension , electrically assisted steering and integrated
roll hoops. An electrically powered vinyl top with internal cloth lining and plastic rear window
was standard, with an aluminum hardtop available as an optional extra in The model was largely
unchanged; Honda added a digital clock to the radio display and made the rear wind blocker
standard. Honda also added Spa Yellow exterior colour to the US domestic market lineup. For
the model year, suspension settings were revised and the plastic rear window was replaced by
a glass unit incorporating an electric defroster. Other updates included slightly revised tail
lamps with chrome rings, an upgraded radio with separate tweeters, a leather-wrapped gearshift
knob, leatherette console cover and a revised engine control unit. Notable changes from the
standard model include variable gear ratio steering VGS , a steering system that continuously
changes steering ratio based upon vehicle speed and steering angle to provide improved
handling as well as more comfortable maneuvering in tight low-speed situations such as
parking. It was the first system of its kind to be incorporated into a production car. The
lock-to-lock steering ratio was reduced to 1. Honda outfitted Type V cars with revised damper
units, stabilizers and limited slip differentials to "complement the VGS". Equipped cars came
with a special steering wheel and a VGS badge on the rear. The model S underwent several

significant changes. Production moved to Suzuka. The spring rates and shock absorber
damping were altered and the suspension geometry was modified to improve stability by
reducing toe-in changes under cornering loads. The subframe also received a revision in design
to achieve high rigidity. In the gearbox the brass synchronizers were replaced with carbon fibre.
In addition, cosmetic changes were made to the exterior with new front and rear bumpers,
revised headlight assemblies, new LED tail-lights, and oval-tipped exhaust pipes. Although all
the cosmetic, suspension and most drivetrain upgrades were included on the Japanese,
Australian and European models, they retained the 2. For the North American market, the
updates also included the introduction of a larger version of the F20C with a designation of
F22C1 , this larger engine gave the new model a chassis designation of AP2. In conjunction with
the introduction of the F22C1, Honda also changed the transmission gear ratios by shortening
the first five gears and lengthening the sixth. The F20C continued in all other markets. The
model introduced a drive by wire throttle, an electronic stability control system, new wheels,
and one new exterior color, Laguna Blue Pearl. Interior changes included revised seats and
additional stereo speakers integrated into the headrests. The model year marked the first time
the S was offered in more than one trim level in the United States. The power folding soft top
was removed and replaced with a Berlina Black hard top regardless of the car's body paint
colour , while the space into which the soft top would normally fold when lowered was filled
with additional chassis bracing and topped off with a body-color tonneau cover. Honda also
used a CR-unique yellow-lettered spherical aluminum shift knob which rests The CR knob
provided a 6 percent reduction in shift stroke, and correspondingly presented a 10 percent
higher shift load effort. CR models were only available with yellow and black Alcantara interiors.
Faux carbon fiber overlays on the center console and radio door were unique to the CR trim, as
was a peak power indicator light on the instrument gauge cluster, which flashes when the
engine is producing its peak power output. To reduce weight and lower the center of gravity ,
the spare tire was omitted and air conditioning and stereo were offered only as options. The
engine in the S CR was unchanged from the standard trim. Production volume of fewer than 2,
units was expected at launch, and were made for the model year, representing just over a
quarter of the total U. Honda continued to offer both the standard and CR versions unchanged
for the model year, but with flagging sales caused by the automotive industry crisis , the S was
cancelled mid-model-year. Ss were manufactured for , of which 31 were CR models. Thus, total
CR production over the two model years was units. The Japanese domestic market received the
Type S edition for the last two years of production â€” Changes are similar to the U. A specific
Type S suspension setup with improved geometry was designed to enhance the handling, the
setup is stiffer but more compromising than the CR setup to suit it better to everyday spirited
driving and the Japanese touge experience. Leather interior from the standard S was available
as a no cost option. The aluminum shift knob with reduced shift stroke is shared with the CR.
While the CR is designed to be a pure track car, the Type S is designed for improved handling
and retains some creature comforts. In the United Kingdom, from model was offered in both
roadster and GT trim. The GT featured a removable hard-top and an outside temperature gauge.
Notable changes on both of the cars included Grand Prix White body colour, a removable hard
top, graphite-colored alloy wheels with black wheel bolts, aluminium ball gear lever, black S
badging and red leather interior with red coloring for stitching on the gear lever gaiter. In
addition to the Ultimate Edition's specification, it features a numbered plaque on the kick-plate
indicating which vehicle in the series it is numbers ranging from 1 to Number 49 was omitted.
The S has received much praise from critics and motoring journalists and has received
favourable reviews from such publications as Car and Driver. Highlighted are the high output of
the engine, the high redline, the balanced handling, and the smooth gearbox. User surveys have
named the S as a favorite for overall customer satisfaction. After several years of steady
production, sales of the roadster began falling dramatically starting in , and the trend
accelerated during the automotive industry crisis. In , only 2, units were sold in the U. In
November of that year, for the first time since its launch, only 90 new Ss were sold nationwide
during a calendar month. Production of the S ceased in June [17] and plans for a successor
were scrapped in the aftermath of the automotive industry crisis; [49] Honda refaffirmed their
stance on plans for a successor for the S after patents and trademark filings for what would be
the Honda Sports Vision Gran Turismo surfaced in , following the launch of the aforementioned
concept car specifically designed for the Gran Turismo series. Figures are not directly
comparable as they are obtained through different methodologies in different markets. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Sports car manufactured by Honda from â€” Motor vehicle.
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Spacers. Lug Nuts. Wheel Bearing. The Kia Optima is one of our top picks for a midsize sedan.
With evocative styling, strong engine choices and a long list of features, it's easy to see why.
Family sedans should not look this good. This would be the conventional wisdom, anyway. But
the Kia Optima does not follow conventional wisdom. Its styling and interior design are not only
sleek, sophisticated and timelessly handsome for a family sedan, but also impressive for any
car, period. Driving an Optima down a crowded street draws double-takes from bystanders and
then inevitable squinting as they attempt to identify the badge on its tail. A look of confusion
usually follows as the answer turns out to be "Kia. Behind the pretty face is a well-rounded
midsize sedan with a long list of positive attributes. It starts under the hood with a choice of
four-cylinder engines one is turbocharged that produce exceptional power and fuel efficiency.
There's even the Kia Optima Hybrid model, and the automaker has made changes to the hybrid
drivetrain for to improve its smoothness and efficiency in traffic. Alongside that, the overall
horsepower rating on the hybrid has declined slightly versus previously , though the effect on
acceleration is negligible. As with any Kia model, the Optima sedan gives you plenty of features
for your money. The Optima can also be had with sophisticated features like ventilated front
seats and a panoramic sunroof -- items unavailable on most competitors. A long warranty is
another dollars-and-sense attribute. Of course, the Optima isn't perfect. Headroom might be an
issue for some passengers, especially those seated in back, and the cabin in general is less
spacious than the confines in the Honda Accord, Toyota Camry and Volkswagen Passat. Also
be mindful that your mileage is likely to vary from Kia's lofty EPA estimates. Overall, though, the
Kia Optima is a great family sedan choice that boasts equal parts style and sensibility. The
mechanically related Hyundai Sonata pulls off a similar trick, and we suspect the eye-catching
new Ford Fusion is likely to as well. However, if you're looking to go beyond conventional
wisdom -- as well as the conventional family sedan -- the Kia Optima is a great place to start.
The Kia Optima is a midsize sedan. The LX Convenience package adds an eight-way power
driver seat, driver lumbar adjustment and an auto-dimming rearview mirror, while the
Technology package adds dual-zone automatic climate control, an eight-speaker Infinity audio
system, HD radio, navigation with real-time traffic updates and a rearview camera. The

Convenience package items are also optional for the hybrid LX. The upgraded sound system
and nav system are not available, but you can get Kia's Uvo voice-activated phone and media
player interface as an option. The Technology package remains optional on the EX. You can get
navigation as an option on the EX hybrid, but it deletes the Uvo interface. Uvo is part of the
optional Premium package for the regular EX model, but again, can't be had in combination with
navigation. The Premium package also includes a panoramic sunroof, power-folding mirrors,
the rearview camera and HD radio, a four-way power passenger seat, driver memory functions,
heated and ventilated front seats, heated rear seats and a heated steering wheel. As on the EX,
you have your choice of the Technology and Premium packages, which allow you to add the
Uvo interface or navigation, but not both. There's also the SX Limited package, which bundles
inch chrome wheels, red-painted brake calipers, additional chrome trim, LED running lamps,
SXL exterior badging, the nav system, an electronic parking brake, a first aid kit and upgraded
leather upholstery. Every Kia Optima is front-wheel drive. The LX and EX come with a 2. In
California-emissions states, this engine has a Super Ultra Low Emissions rating versus
Ultra-Low elsewhere , and it has a lower power output of hp and lb-ft. A six-speed manual
transmission is standard on the LX, and a six-speed automatic is optional. The automatic comes
standard on the EX. The SX is powered by a 2. A six-speed automatic transmission is standard.
In Edmunds testing, the SX went from zero to 60 mph in 6. The Optima Hybrid is powered by a 2.
Combined power output is rated at hp. Standard safety features on the Kia Optima include
four-wheel antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, side airbags, side curtain airbags
and hill start assist. A rearview camera is optional on regular gasoline Optimas and standard on
the Optima Hybrid. In Edmunds brake testing, an Optima EX came to a stop from 60 mph in feet,
which is average for the class. The SX made this stop in feet, still acceptable for this class. A
Optima Hybrid needed feet -- better than the Fusion Hybrid but not as good as the hybrid
Camry. In government crash tests, the Optima earned a top five-star rating for overall safety
performance, with five stars awarded for both overall frontal and side-impact tests. The Kia
Optima rides comfortably without isolating you from the environment, although the car's numb
steering with its artificially high effort is less praiseworthy. The overall driving experience is
certainly pleasant and better than average for the segment. The SX is sportier, though some
may find its ride too firm. Both of the regular four-cylinder engines are impressive. They
produce best-in-class power and are paired with responsive and smooth-shifting transmissions.
We've found both versions enjoyable for commuting to and from the office. Most drivers will
find the Kia Optima Hybrid's performance more than adequate as well. You'll scarcely notice the
transitions between gas and electric power in traffic, and there's ample power for passing
maneuvers. The biggest thing you'll have to get used to in the Optima Hybrid is the odd braking
response: Due to the blending of the car's conventional brakes with the hybrid regenerative
braking system, there's a small but noticeable delay between pressing the brake pedal and
actually getting the desired braking force. That said, this is a peculiarity of driving the hybrid
more than anything else, as our testing has shown that the car has plenty of braking power for
repeated, hard stops. First impressions of the Kia Optima's interior are usually favorable.
Whereas most other family sedans in this segment fall somewhere between sedate and bland,
the Optima has a distinct European flair. That should come as no surprise when you consider
that Kia's chief designer used to work for Audi. While the Kia's interior isn't as sumptuous as an
Audi's, there's an abundance of soft-touch materials, and any hard plastics are at least well
textured. Kia's Uvo pronounced "yoo-voh" electronics interface system is now available on all
but the conventional gasoline LX model. Similar to Ford's Sync system both are powered by
Microsoft , Uvo provides voice control of cell phones and MP3 players as well as other services
such as turn-by-turn navigation. In our testing of Uvo, we've found that it works quite well,
although we prefer the setup in the Sorento, which allows you to combine Uvo with a navigation
system. That said, the touchscreen interface in navigation-equipped Optimas is easy to use for
both navigation purposes and operating the stereo. The Optima has a fairly spacious cabin, with
comfortable seats and a useful amount of legroom front and rear. Headroom particularly in back
is a bit tight due to the car's rakish, coupelike roof line. Taller folks should definitely think twice
about the optional panoramic sunroof, as it further decreases headroom. The Optima's
Available styles include EX 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Kia Optima. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial

perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia Optima lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Tight on rear-seat headroom real-world mpg historically falls short of EPA estimates
odd brake response in hybrid model. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The top-of-the-line Limited trim level debuts for The
EX Turbo trim has been discontinued. The Kia Optima Hybrid is now offered in two trim levels,
and both feature a revised hybrid drivetrain that lifts the car's EPA numbers in trade for a
slightly lower horsepower rating. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Never thought I'd
own a Kia. Well, I bought a Kia Man was that a great move! Keep in mind Im a Honda kind of guy
and how dare I walk away from the accord models that have done me right for so many years?!
Let me be the first to tell you the step up from an accord to this beauty was a life changer. The
ergonomics of this car just makes me feel like I'm at home. Oh and the features well she's
loaded nothing spared for the best! It may sound like I'm joking but the luster I have for this car
is still present today. So let's get to the nuts and bolts! How is she today 12 July I'm referring to
the optima? She has approx. Yes , miles. Any problems?! Yes, the backup camera doesn't work
all the time. Anything else?! I have 99 problems but a Hybrid component ain't one. Now keep in
mind I drive miles a week on avg. I will tell anyone who is looking for a reliable vehicle to
consider Kia. I plan on putting another k miles on her before I retire her so I'll keep you posted
when I hit k. Until then drive Kia and stop texting and driving! Read less. WAY impressed with
this car! Went shopping for a used Optima the minute I realized it was 'car time'. Found a used
with 44K on it, and almost dismissed it out of hand for high miles, until I drove it, then Like it
just rolled off factory floor. Have had it for 7 months and another 6K, and I cant find the slightest
flaw. Car drives like it's on rails, and very quiet. My wife has the Sonata Limited so we're always
comparing cars, and she'll admit, the Optima is the better of the 2. For the price, you can't beat
it 4 years old now, and still drives like new. Car is as new. Still getting great mileage and loving
all the features. I'll drive this for at least another 6 years I try to do 10 years on all my cars
without any worries. Other than tires and oil changes, no expense yet! Not a day of trouble, and
over 78K on it now. Still tight, quiet, and getting me up to 34 MPG on trips. Would 'highly'
recommend this vehicle to any potential buyer. I'm sold on Kia. Tight, quiet, comfortable,
economic Now granted, I don't abuse it, but I don't baby it either. If you can find one used, don't
hesitate to buy, it's going to give you many years of enjoyable driving at an unbelievable value.
Kia Optima SXL 2. At 80,00 miles I had to replace the engine. They said the cause of it was
"metal to metal rod bearings". Because I did not use their oil filter somehow metal got in my oil
and ruined the engine. Thats a bunch of BS. I read multiple peoples accounts of the same
experience with their KIA optima. I saw on the news where Hyundai recalled the same engine
this car has. Clearly they need to investigate the optima engine as well. KIA doesn't care about
their customers. See all reviews of the Used Kia Optima. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Optima. Sign Up. The ninth
generation Honda Accord is a mid-size car introduced in by Honda , and received a refreshed
front fascia, grill, head lights, rear lights, and alloy wheel designs for the model year. With the
discontinuation of smaller European and Japanese market Accord in , the larger North
American Accord became the only version in production, with the Hybrid version taking over as
the flagship of Honda's automotive product in many markets that once received the smaller
Accord. For the ninth generation Accord, Honda appointed Shoji Matsui, who served as an
engineer on the Accord platform from to as lead project manager. In August , the company
released initial details pertaining to the Accord sedan, and production versions of both the
sedan and coupe were fully unveiled in early September The Accord sedan went on sale on 19
September in the United States, with the coupe following on 15 October Corresponding release
dates in Canada for the sedan and coupe models are 24 September and 1 November ,
respectively. In February , the Accord was scheduled to enter the Russian market. The available
navigation system adds a 6-inch touchscreen and the 8-inch screen uses a higher x pixel
resolution WVGA display. A tri-angle normal, wide and top view backup camera and wide angle
passenger blind spot side view camera are also available. New safety features include an
optional forward collision warning system , lane departure warning system and blind spot
monitor. In Australia, the ninth generation Accord went on sale in June It is available with either
a 2. Instead, the four-cylinder uses a five-speed automatic, while the V6 receives a new
six-speed automatic. In China, the ninth generation Accord went on sale in September , as a
model. Transmission choices include a CVT for both 4-cylinder engines or 6-speed automatic

for the V6; a manual transmission is not offered. The Chinese market Accord features a unique
front grill and bumper, incorporating more chrome and smaller, circular front fog lights. The
rear features a different bumper with trapezoidal, rather than circular, exhausts. In the
Philippines, the ninth generation Accord was launched in available in two trims: the 2. The 2.
The 3. The Philippine-spec model is imported from Thailand. In Malaysia, the ninth generation
Accord was launched in September and comes available in three trims; the 2. All variants are
mated to a 5-speed torque converter gear box. Honda unveiled the platform for a mid-size
plug-in hybrid electric vehicle at the Los Angeles Auto Show. The plug-in platform showcased
Honda's next-generation two-motor hybrid system, which continuously moves through three
different modes to maximize driving efficiency: all-electric, gasoline-electric and an engine
direct-drive mode. The plug-in hybrid also uses regenerative braking to charge the battery. Fully
recharging the battery will take 2 to 2. In September Honda announced that the Accord Plug-in
Hybrid sedan will be built in Sayama , Japan that would be available in a single trim level based
on the standard features of the Accord Touring. The Accord Plug-in Hybrid was scheduled for
release in early , and would serve as the basis for the conventional hybrid version of the Accord
Sedan that would go on sale by mid EPA tests as determined by Honda. The carmaker also
expected the fuel economy for the Accord Plug-in Hybrid to exceed miles per gallon of gasoline
equivalent MPG-e 2. The Accord PHEV emits only 20 milligrams of combined smog-forming
emissions per mile and becomes the first car in the U. This decision was due in part to Honda's
ability to advance fuel economy through conventional engine technology. In , Honda launched
the Honda Clarity plug-in hybrid and battery electric vehicle , after the introduction of the
next-generation Clarity fuel cell vehicle in The ninth generation Accord received a facelift for the
model year. Changes to outer appearance include new front fascia, grill, head lights, rear lights,
and alloy wheel designs. The Accord was the first mass-market car to be equipped with Apple
CarPlay [26] and the second car to also be compatible with Android Auto. The ninth-generation
Accord offers the following powertrains: A new direct injected Earth Dreams 2. Both
conventional and plug-in hybrid configurations are offered, both released in the U. Honda has
focused on economy, ride quality, responsiveness, and ride comfort with a completely
redesigned front suspension. A simpler MacPherson strut design, replaces the class leading
and highly refined double wishbone front suspension, in use since the second generation
Accord. The rear suspension retains the independent multi-link suspension. The costlier design
is now available only on the top-tier Acura RLX. The new front suspension helps shave weight
and free up room in the engine compartment. In addition to the safety concerns of Honda's
Advanced Compatibility Engineering , there is focus on body stiffness and dynamic handling
response by improving structural rigidity around the front strut tower and lower control arm. All
but the LX trim feature a strut bar. All trims receive upgraded shocks front and rear. The Touring
trim now comes with more sophisticated double piston shocks called "Amplitude Reactive
Dampers" that have been recently introduced on several Acura models. The Accord's body now
uses In North America, the Accord now features front brake disc diameters from Two additional
trim levels are added in North American markets, Sport and Touring. The Touring trim is
available with either four-cylinder or V6 engines in Canada; U. Touring models are equipped
with the V6 engine exclusively. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Top Gear
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Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle.
Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6.
Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van.
City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Accord Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck.
Vehicle exclusive to Southern California available for leasing purposes only. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. Soft White light in solid beam pattern, will not dazzle on-coming traffic.
All-in-one aluminum profile as heat conduction system, degree heat radiating. High Air flow for
faster cooling rate. Studies have shown that the internal clock of our body is related to the cycle
of day and night. Rather, LED headlights mimic the characteristics of bright midday sun when
the body is most awake. A well-designed LED headlight will satisfy all road rules, eliminating
oncoming traffic glare, and always have a beam pattern that puts the light exactly where you
need it most! With LED technology, the lamps emit the same power while consuming less power
and providing better protection against dust and water. The bead spacing of bulbs is only 2MM
that is much closer to Halogen's. The smaller the Bead Spacing and the more concentrated light
you will get. Two stage heat protection: copper core and heatsink coated with aviation
aluminum, and a dual cooling fan to ensure maximum heat dissipation. Please check the plug
type and assembly size of your headlight on your vehicle before purchase. Tailor made for your
vehicles! Both Single and Dual Beam bulbs can be rotated in the headlamp housing degrees to
Compatible with your vehicle. Most Concentrated Beam. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships
from: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within
13 hrs and 36 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon
Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used
- Very Good. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Minor cosmetic imperfection on top, front or sides of
item. Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Only 1 left in
stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. See more Fit Type
Universal Fit. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart
Add all three to List. FREE Shipping. Sold by Alla Lighting and ships from Amazon Fulfillment.
Sold by grainshop and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Top rated from our brands.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Superior CSP led chips.

Wide operating voltage range. Voltage 24 Volts. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
Increase attention Studies have shown that the internal clock of our body is related to the cycle
of day and night. More items to explore. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
The lights that were sent were not the same as the listing. First image is the specs on the sale
page at the time I purchased this April 12, and the second image is the spec sheet that was in
the package. Four lumen bulbs do not add up to a 12, lumen set. I emailed the seller and got this
reply: "Hi friend I just consulted the technicians. Our parameters have a little problem. Thank
you for your reminder. We will correct them in time. Normally LM is enough bright at night. I
have returned these and I am still looking for a set of headlights that will not cause my car to
cast a shadow in front of me when a car with new LED lights is following me. Buyer beware.
Images in this review. These LED'S , and most others, have a fan on them, which extends the
length. Best if used as low beams on this specific vehicle, because there is a bracket piece in
the way, on the back side of the headlight lamp. Had to take off 4 screws to remove front
bumper. Remove 6 screws from each Headlight 5 in front , 1 in back You will need to remove the
battery, and the air filter box. Then the bracket is held by 1 bolt on each side of the headlamp.
Took about 1 hour , 30 minutes to do all the work, to get the high beams in. Results weren't
worth installing the high beams for my specific vehicle. Really simple, and nice, didn't have to
cut wires or anything! Would highly recommend!!! These are twice as bright as my old 60 watt
halogens, and they produce a crisp white light. I should have done this years ago. They were a
perfect fit on my Silverado. I can finally see at night!! Installed these on my wife's Dodge
Journey. The stock bulbs sucked and just weren't very bright at all. Seeing at night was difficult.
I found this set and promptly ordered them. They came in quickly and well packaged.
Installation was straightforward and would be easy to install Dodge didn't cram a bunch of crap
in front of the driver's side headlight. Not the fault of the light manufacture but if you plan on
doing the same thing, note that you will need someone with small hands as there is NO space to
work. I really hope these last for a while because I don't want to do this again. Longevity is my
only worry. But these lights feel well made with sturdy construction and I feel the fans will help
cool the units to aid in the life of the product. They are super bright and it is easy to see at night
now. Overall I'm really happy with this purchase and will update if they die or anything changes.
I bought these for my On the day they arrived my son's lost a headlamp bulb. Guess where the
set ended up? The as received collar orientation made a near perfect pattern. Need to aim the
lights down just a bit. Much brighter than the halogens they replaced. The high beams shine out
much further than the halogens, which helps a lot for lighting up the shoulder. Driving in
Michigan, that is very important for seeing deer as far away as possible. They have only been
installed for two weeks, so I can't rate longevity yet. DOT approval is very important to me, and
should be for everyone. A beam pattern that puts the light where you need it, and doesn't blind
oncoming traffic is part of DOT approval. In a product like this it has a lot to do with how well
the LED placement mimics the filament placement in the original incandescent bulb. Get in an
accident without DOT approved components, even if the component was not the cause of the
accident, and the lawyers and insurance companies can make you miserable, and justifiably so.
We ALL have a responsibility to maintain the safety engineered into our vehicles. So
disappointed with the fitment of the lights. The High beams go in and tight after you do the turn,
the Low beams were loose, after comparing to the halogens low beams, I noticed that the LED
dont have the small bump to make them tight when they go in. I'm returning them and going to
search for different brand. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Details Sorry.
You are not eligible for this coupon. Honcs US. Intelligent constant Cooling fan system. Low
beam or Fog light. High or Low beam. Headlight or Fog light. High beam. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life.
Attention: Please check the LED light base type and size of your vehicle to confirm if the item
will fit it. Import duties taxes and charges are not included in the item price or shipping charges.

Customs Clear Charges are not included,You will be responsible for the charges. If you has any
question, please feel free to contact us. Your satisfaction is our biggest motivation. Select
options. New Sale Quick View. New Quick View. Feature: Upgrade LED headlights, more
focused. Adopt integrated molding lamp body, better structure than before. Built-in drive,
intelligent temperature control system. Non-polarity, plug and play, more easy installation. IP68
rated waterproof and dustproof. Super long lifespan up to , hours. As a safety precaution, make
sure the car has had time to cool down properly before starting the installation process. Make
sure the ignition turned off and the keys removed. Fully examine the connection of the contact
points, ports and the wires as faulty connections can cause lighting problems. H16 JP are share
same base Note:. New Arrival New Quick View. Easy installtion Professional bike light holder
More easy installation More stable for bumpy roads. Detachable design Freely removable
headlights More applications Safer to use. Memory function Back to the previous model when
reopen. Long press the button to close Simpler operation. Side lights design Unique design
Become a decorative lights Let the bike lights do more than illuminate. High endurance time :
Constant light mode up to 15 hours, flashing model up to 8. Fast Charging : 3. Removable
design : headlight can be removed at any time after installation on the bike to maintain safety
with non-slip design Robust light body: 1. Feature: Customized light source, high brightness,
high illumination, good paving effect. All-in-one des
2008 cadillac cts fuel pump
nitro rustler parts diagram
2004 jeep grand cherokee owners manual
ign, mini size, easy installation. American B2 copper substrate, efficiently heat dissipation, long
lifespan up to , hours. Built-in anti-interference, EMC. Free Shipping To 35 Countries. Fast ship
in 24 hours If in stock,Mon to Sat. Lastest News. A Brief History of Lamp Development In the
past two decades, with the rapid development of the automobile industry, the demand August
27, 6 comments. How to deal with dangerously dim headlights. As your car gets older, its
headlights may be giving you far less visibility than you think. September 18, 19 comments.
October 15, 17 comments. When and why you need to replace your old headlights? Novsight
Teach You when and why you need to replace your old headlights. September 23, 76 comments.
August 22, 18 comments. How awesome is LED headlight? It has become the trend of Headlight
industry When it comes to car headlights, the first reaction comes to Audi. After all, the August
10, 10 comments. For Mazda 3 For Mazda 6. H3 H4. H8 H9. H13 H H16 D1.

